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Gist is not very large. It contains a parser for scripts, an editor
for interactively changing the interface, an interpreter that
can execute the actions in the script and a handful of routines
for enhancing widgets to work with Gist. The X Toolkit, with
which it is linked, provides the routines to deal with low-level
events.
Gist is independent of the actual interface elements (the
widgets) used, although any concrete implementation must of
course be compiled with a particular set of widgets. To ease
the incorporation of widgets as interface elements under the
control of Gist, a utility is provided that converts an editable
conguration le into a module that can be linked with the
rest of the program.
Figure 5.1 shows the dierent modules from which the pro-
gram is built. The modules are explained in some detail in the
sections below.
5.1 Flow of control
The programworks under the XWindow System and is there-
fore a client of the X server. Any interaction with the screen,
the mouse and the keyboard is done by the X server, in reac-
tion to requests from Gist.
If the command line options have been removed, the rst
argument on the command line is the the name of the le that
contains the interface description. That le is then parsed
and widget instances are created by the parser. If there were
any errors, the program stops at the end of the parse. If
not, and there was a second command line argument, that
second argument is interpreted as the application to execute.
The application is forked, with its standard input and output
redirected to a pty (pseudo-tty). The pty is placed under the
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Figure 5.1 Gist is built up from a number of modules. The \classes.def"
module is installation dependent, since it contains the code to connect specic
widgets to the system. It is automatically generated from a local conguration
le (not shown).
control of the X Toolkit, so that Gist is informed whenever
the application writes something.
The program then initializes the widgets, starts the main
event loop and waits for things to happen.
The program relies heavily on the functions provided by the
X Toolkit. In some places this has necessitated conversions
of data to and from the format expected by the X Toolkit,
in some cases it has even been necessary to use strings as
the lowest common denominator. Such conversions are per-
formed only once, however. On the other hand the use of the
toolkit helps much in making the program more reliable and






cation died with a
non-zero return code.
This could be added
as an option, but cur-
rently Gist relies on
the application print-
ing an error message
just before it exits.
Overall the use of the toolkit seems to have more advantages
than disadvantages, as compared to working without it.
When the user causes an event, or when the application
produces output, Gist will become active, because the X
Toolkit calls a Gist function. Gist looks up the appropriate
handler for the event and executes it, maybe causing a whole
string of actions and other handlers to be executed as well.
But eventually the actions will stop and Gist will become dor-
mant again, until it is activated by the X Toolkit to handle the
next event. The routines that are involved in this are contained
in the \actions" module, see below.
The program stops either when it encounters the \halt"
action in one of the handlers or when the application dies.
1
The interface objects are destroyed and if the interface has
been changed, a new script is written to make the changes
permanent.
5.2 Datastructures
The Gist program has to keep lists of classes and objects
and for each object also a list of handlers. Handlers in turn
contain a list of actions and actions contain expressions. The
data structures that hold this information are used throughout
the program and they are dened in a header le \types.h",
which is included by every module.
All string constants are hashed, with the help of some
routines provided by Xlib. The hashed string is of type
XrmQuark, which is a type dened by the X libraries.
Expressions are either constant strings or binary opera-
tions, which may be nested. If the expressions are binary
operations, the operands are interpreted as numbers, i.e., the
strings at each side may only contain digits and whitespace.
Gist will display an error message otherwise. An exception is
the AddOp, which will fall back to string concatenation and
not give an error message.
typedef enum {AddOp, SubOp, MulOp, DivOp} Operation;
The Expression type is the union of a LeafNode and a binary
expression (Node). The boolean eld leaf indicates which is
which. The LeafNode can be either a literal string, a shell
command, a reference to an attribute, or a reference to part
of the message that triggered the action. The combination of
elds determines which.
typedef struct {
Boolean leaf; /* = always True */
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Boolean leaf; /* = always False */
Operation op;
union _Expression *left, *right;
} Node;





There are nine types of actions (an action that destroys
a dynamically created object has not yet been implemented)
and there is a struct Action with enough elds to hold the
information for each of them; depending on the type of action,
some elds remain unused or have dierent functions.
typedef enum {AClone, AOpen, AClose, APrint, ASend,
AHalt, ABeep, AActivate, ADeactivate} ActionType;
typedef struct _Action {
ActionType tp;
Expression receiver; /* receiver or name */
Expression sub; /* attribute or NULL */
Expression value; /* class, value or NULL */
Boolean closed; /* only if ANew */
struct _Action *next;
} *Action;
The eld receiver is used when the action type is AClone,
AOpen, AClose, AActivate, ADeactivate or ASend. It holds
the name of the object to clone, open, close, activate or send a
message to. The eld sub is only used with the ASend action,
if the action is not to send a message, but to set the value of
an attribute. It holds the name of the attribute The eld value
is used with the ASend action to hold the message to send or
the value to set in an attribute and it is used with the AClone
action to hold the name of the object to create.
Handlers are dierentiated by the type of their triggers:





A handler can be made conditional, which means that it is
only executed when the object is open, closed, sensitive or
insensitive. The elds closed and sensitive record the condi-
tions.












Handlers of type HString are excuted if the object receives
a message that is equal to trigger.string; HRegexp handlers
messages that match trigger.re; HEvent handlers execute if
the event trigger.event occurs (the event is coded in the X
Toolkit syntax). The other types of handlers react to events
that are implicit in their type: HFinal is executed on every
\unmap" event, HInit with every \map" event, HMouseDown,
HMouseClick and HMouseDouble are synthetic events, gen-
erated by the objects themselves, but usually in response to
a press, a click or a double click of mouse button 1.
The conguration le that lists the available classes of ob-
jects also indicates whether the object is to be used as a
window or dialog box instead of a normal element. This is im-
portant, since windows and boxes do not have parents within
the interface, but instead have a shell widget created for them.
(See also \classes" below.)
typedef enum {MainWindow, DialogBox,
NoShell} ShellType;
The parser builds a list of widgets. The top level widgets
(windows and boxes) are not opened by the parser, instead a
ag is set in the list. At the end of the initialization the main
program opens all widgets that have this ag set. The script










5.3 The \main" module
The module \main" contains the start-up code and it also con-
tains the routine that receives the output from the application.
The latter routine could have been put in a separate module,
but since it is quite short and self-contained it has been left
in the main module.
The main routine performs a number of initializations. If
one of them returns an error, the program will be aborted:
Open a connection to the X display server. The X Toolkit
provides the routine XtVaAppInitialize for this task.
 Initialize the set of widget classes. This is done by a
routine in the \classes" module. The eect is that all
class and attribute names are hashed, for faster access
later.
 Create a pseudo-object inputwidget that will be used to
represent the application in communications among ob-
jects.
 Check that there is a command line argument. This argu-
ment is the name of the script le. The le will be parsed,
resulting in a collection of widgets. (See \parsele" be-
low.)
 If there is a second command line argument, this is the
command to start the application. A \pty" (see below) is
created and the application is forked, with its input and
output redirected to the pty.
 The nal initialization step consists of the \mapping"
of all top level windows, i.e., opening all windows that
should be open at the start of the program.
The main routine ends with a call to XtMainLoop. This X
Toolkit routine contains an innite loop that waits for events
and calls the appropriate routines in Gist.
When the interface is used with an application, the appli-
cation is started as a separate process (forked) and its input
and output are redirected to a pty. A pty (or pseudo-terminal)
is similar to a two-way pipe or a socket, but the advantage of
a pty is that it looks like a normal terminal to the application.
Many programs will detect whether they are outputting to a
terminal or not and use buered I/O if it is not a terminal.
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2
Not all versions of
unix provide pty's,
but there exists a
fairly portable free-
ware implementation.
Buered I/O disables interactive work, for to work interac-
tively with an application, Gist must see every line of output
as soon as it is generated and the application must also react
to every line of input immediately. Pty's seem to be the only
way to force this behaviour between two processes.
2
Pty's are opened like any other device or le, but there
is only a limited number of them available (often 26). The
standard way of obtaining a pty from the system is simply to
open them all in turn, until one is successfully opened or until
the list is exhausted. In theory it is therefore possible that
Gist will fail because all pty's are in use by other processes.
In practice this is seldom a problem.
5.4 The \parsele" module
The module \parsele" is only used during initialization. Its
task is to read the script le, pass it to the parser and store
the objects (widgets) that the parser creates. The objects are
parsed one at a time, since this allows the same parser to be
used both for reading the script and for changing an object
after it has been edited interactively.
A utility routine read up to object is used to read the com-
plete description of an object into a string, which is then
handed to the lexical scanner. When the lexical scanner has
thus been initialized, the parser is started. This process is
repeated until all objects have been read. If any of the calls
to the parser caused an error message, the function returns
False, causing the main module to abort the program.
Here are the relevant lines:
while ((s = read_up_to_object(f, last))) {
init_scan(s, 0);
ll1parse(&widget, &classname, &closed, toplevel,
&default_parent);
store_widget(widget, classname, !closed, s);
end_scan(&dummy);
}
To the user this piecemeal parsing is hardly noticable. The
only eect is that the script is not completely free-form as it
would have been if it had been parsed in whole. The exception
is the keyword object, which must be the rst word on its
line for the parsele module to nd it.
The parser returns the widget that it has created. The
widget is stored by the module \widgets" (see below). The
information that is stored consists of the object's name, class,
handlers and whether it is open or closed. All this information
is returned in the parser's parameters.
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The lines before the rst object in the script contain default
attributes and describe a model of the application, in the form
of handlers for each of the possible (and meaningful) outputs
of the application. These rst lines are parsed as if they were
the declaration of the pseudo-object inputwidget (see the main
module above).
5.5 The \scan" module
The lexical scanner is a simple, hand-made module, with as
most important function nextsym. The scanner is initialized
by calling init scan with a string as argument. The next token
is stored in a global variable sym and every call to nextsym
changes it to the next token. If the token is an identier,
string or something similar, the actual string is stored in
another global variable, called curtoken.
The module exports two other functions: end scan and
scan status. Both can be used to retrieve the position in the
string where the last recognized token started. scan status
also returns the string that was passed to init scan. The er-
ror routines in \parseaux" (see below) use this to show the
position of the error to the user.
The algorithm to recognize keywords and identiers relies
on the Xlib routines that hash strings into \quarks". The
rst time init scan is called, it creates the quarks for all key-
words. All identiers that are encountered in the input are
then hashed and their quarks are compared to the quarks
for the keywords. Attributes, messages, names of objects,
etc. are stored as quarks, so it is convenient to use them for
keywords also, even if it provides no gain in speed.
The lexical scanner is also responsible for skipping com-
ments. Comments in Gist scripts start with a `#' and go on
for the rest of the line. This is the same convention that is
used in unix shell scripts, and therefore it allows the scripts
to be made executable. If the script starts with the comment
#!/usr/local/bin/gist
(or whatever the full path name is) the script can be executed,
just like a shell script.
5.6 The \parse" module
The actual parser is generated from a grammar with the help
of a parser generator, called \ll1gen". As the name implies,
ll1gen is a parser generator for LL(1) grammars, the gener-
ated parser is therefore a recursive descent parser.
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The obvious choice would have been to use \yacc", the
standard unix parser generator, but tests and experience
with other yacc-generated parsers have led to a decision to
generate a top-down parser instead. The error messages that
a bottom-up parser is able to produce for syntax errors are
usually not very informative and it was felt that the quality of
error messages was particularly important. With a top-down
parser good error messages are possible, provided the parser
has a reasonably sophisticated error-recovery strategy.
The complete syntax can be found in an appendix.
5.7 The \parseaux" module
The routines in the module \parseaux" performmiscellaneous
functions for the parser. They are:
error check or create parent
manage maybe eval const
new node new leaf
process handlers set default attribute
set attribute
The error function is used to display errors. It pops up a dialog
box to show both the context of the error and a description.
The routine check or create parent has three functions, de-
pending on the type of object it is called with. If the object is
classied as aMainWindow or DialogBox, it should not have
a parent object. Instead a shell widget is created for it. The
object is also marked as the default parent for subsequent
objects.
If the object is not meant to be used as a window or box, it
must either have an explicit parent, or it will be assigned the
current default. It can happen that there is not yet a default
parent, which means that there is an error in the script. In
this case the error function will be called.
The function manage maybe \manages" (opens) an object,
unless its default state is closed or it is a window or box. In
the case of windows and boxes a ag is passed back to note
that the object must be opened by the main module later.
The function eval const tries to evaluate an expression, which
only succeeds if the expression contains only constants, i.e.,
no references to attributes and no shell commands.
The function new node and new leaf allocate space for a node
in an expression tree and initialise it.
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The function process handlers is complicated by the fact that
the dierent kinds of handlers that Gist uses must be con-
verted to actions and translations in the format expected by
the X Toolkit. The routine creates a translation table and
installs it in the widget. One of the translations is for the
mouse button that opens the editor for interactive editing of
the object.
The conversion to translations and actions involves a few
tricks. String messages are sent to widgets as ClientMes-
sages, with a (decimally coded) pointer to the actual message.
It is OK to pass pointers, since all widgets are within the same
application. The handler for ClientMessages has a pointer to
the list of handlers as rst argument (as a decimal number)
and the number of handlers as the second (again a decimal
number).
Event handlers are implemented as actions for the event
itself. (The event syntax should be checked, to shield the user
from error messages coming from the X Toolkit, but currently
that check is skipped.)
Finalize and Initialize handlers are implemented as actions
for the \Unmap", respectively the \Map" event.
Mouse-down, click and double click handlers are just string
handlers, because the mouse-down, click and double click
events are synthetic events, generated by Gist itself (see the
module \actions")
Finally, set default attribute and set attribute store the values
of attributes in resources. The former stores the resource and
value in the resource database, where it will act as a default
value for all attributes of the same name. The latter uses
XtVaSetValues to store the resource directly in a widget.
5.8 The \actions" module
The module is called \actions" both because it contains action
functions in the terminology of the X Toolkit and because it
executes the actions in Gist scripts.
The actions are registered with the X Toolkit with the help
of a table, as follows:
XtActionsRec actions[] = {
{ "handle-string", handle_string },
{ "handle-event", handle_event },
{ "mouse-down", mouse_down },
{ "mouse-click", mouse_click },
{ "mouse-double", mouse_double },
{ "edit-script", edit_script },
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};
The three mouse actions are used in the conguration le (see
\conguration" below) to tell Gist when to generate the spe-
cial mouse events. The edit script action invokes the editor
for interactively changing an object.
The handle string action is called when the widget receives
a message (a \ClientMessage"). All messages are handled
by the same handle string action. It searches through the
list of message handlers for one that matches the messages
and then calls a local function execute to execute the list of
actions. The list of message handlers is the rst parameter
of the action function. It is put there by the process handlers
function in \parseaux" (see above).
The function handle event handles raw events. There can be
multiple handle event actions in a single object, each bound
to a dierent event. The rst parameter of the function is
a pointer to the handler to execute. Unlike handle string,
this action does not have to search through a list of handlers,
neither does it have to check the conditions. All it has to do
is call the execute function with the proper arguments.
5.9 The \classes" and \classes.def" modules
The \classes" module holds the information about the lo-
cally congured set of objects. It has routines to check for
the existence of a certain object or a certain attribute. The
\classes.def" le is a conguration le that is converted to a
C le by a small program, gcong. The result is a le with
some arrays and functions that is included in the \classes.c"
le.
Objects and attributes are not sorted and simple lineair
search is used to nd objects and attributes. The search is
made a little faster because all names of objects and attributes
are hashed so that only \quarks" have to be compared.
The main structure for holding information about available
object classes is dened as follows:
typedef struct {
String name; /* The name of the class */
XrmQuark q; /* The name as a quark */
WidgetClass *class_ptr; /* The type */
ShellType tp; /* MainWindow/DialogBox/NoShell */
int nrattribs; /* Number of resources */
attrib_descr *attrib; /* List of resources */
String def_trans; /* Default translations */
} class_descr;
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The class name of an object is not necessarily the same as
the name of the widget used to implement it. Several objects
may actually be implemented with the same widget, but with
dierent attributes, dierent behaviour or dierent default val-
ues.
The same freedom exists in choosing names for attributes.
Although the attributes of an object are actually the resources
of the widget, they do not necessarily have the same name.
typedef struct {
String attrib; /* The name of the attribute */
XrmQuark q; /* The name as a quark */
String resource; /* The name of the resource */
Boolean set; /* Can be set? */
Boolean get; /* Can be queried? */
} attrib_descr;
The booleans set and get indicate if an attribute can be as-
signed values (set) and if it can be used in an expression
(get). Most attributes can be set (with XtVaSetValues), but
only resources that have a converter from their own type to
string can be queried (with XtVaGetValues), unless they are
strings themselves, of course. It may be a good idea to add a
few converters to Gist for common types (int, oat, Boolean),
since widget writers usually only provide converters in the
other direction.
5.10 Conguration
As said elsewhere, every installation of Gist must dene a set
of objects, implemented with widgets. The conguration le
\classes.def" denes the objects (their name, what ettributes
they have, when they generate mouse events, etc.) and tells
with what widgets they are implemented.
The format for conguration les is dened by the converter
\gcong", which is itself implemented in Awk. An example
may serve to give the avour of it, see gures 5.2 and 5.3.
For every object, Gist needs
 its name (class),
 attributes (attrib),
 if there is a converter from string to the type of each
attribute,
 if there is a converter in the opposite direction, and
 if it is a window, box or a normal object (shell).
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# The window object is actually a Board widget with a transientShell
# parent. It borrows all resources from board (which is not really a














# A board is a general container for other objects. It has the resources







# attribute resource set? get? default
#
ATTRIB abs-x XtNabs_x y y
ATTRIB rel-x XtNrel_x y y
ATTRIB abs-y XtNabs_y y y
ATTRIB rel-y XtNrel_y y y
ATTRIB abs-width XtNabs_width y y 20
ATTRIB rel-width XtNrel_width y y
ATTRIB abs-height XtNabs_height y y 20
ATTRIB rel-height XtNrel_height y y
ATTRIB hunit XtNhunit y y
ATTRIB vunit XtNvunit y y
ATTRIB location XtNlocation y y
Figure 5.2 A fragment of a conguration le for the installation of Gist.
The keywords id, file, trans and callback. . . end
provide the implementation of the object. They indicate the
widget that is to be used, the header le to include, the trans-
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# A button is a label with actions for mouse clicks. The actions draw






TRANS <Btn1Down>: set_shadow(sunken) mouse-down()








ATTRIB direction XtNdirection y n
ATTRIB foreground XtNforeground y n
ATTRIB shadow XtNarrowShadow y y
ATTRIB initial-delay XtNinitialDelay y y
ATTRIB repeat-delay XtNrepeatDelay y y
#
# The callback is used to generate mouse-down events repeatedly




mouse_down(w, NULL, NULL, NULL);
}
END
Figure 5.3 Another fragment of a conguration le for the installation of Gist.
lations to install on the widget and any callbacks. The trans-
lations and callbacks should at least dene when the objects
generates mouse down, mouse click and mouse double click
events. The example shows that the button widget generates
mouse down on a \Btn1Down" event, whereas the arrow ob-
ject generates it each time a certain callback is called.
The keyword super is used to keep the descriptions short.
In principle, each object should be accompanied by an exhaus-
tive list of attributes. This list could become very long. The
super keyword says that all attributes of the named object
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are inherited. Usually the object to inherit from is indeed the
widget's superclass, but that need not be the case. For exam-
ple, window \inherits" from board, since board has the same
attributes as window, not because the widget that implements
board is a superclass { it is, in fact, the same widget. {
From the list of attributes it is clear that not all attributes
can be queried. This is caused by the lack of converter func-
tions with string as the target type. location can be queried
because it is a string itself. Numerical attributes can be
queried, because Gist provides converters for some common
data types. When widgets dene new types and widget writ-
ers do not provide converters, it is impossible for Gist to
translate the values back to strings.
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